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MSRP

FA5215
Fabarm Elos N2 RS

Sporting 12/76 
BR853 C cal. 12  76 mm  2  Eject.  4 I.C.  76  

2590.00 € incl.
tax

The Sporting RS Fabarm rifle adapted to your aim thanks to its adjustable cheek piece!
Reach the highest steps of the podium with the Elos N2 RS Sporting competition rifle, the latest addition to
Fabarm's sports range.

The contour of the stock has thus been increased both at the cheekpiece and at the level of the pistol grip, its
greater mass allowing for a balance more oriented towards the rear of the weapon.

Caliber 12/76
Tribore HP 1630 Bars superimposed barrels (tested high performance steel balls)
Barrel lengths: 76cm
Barrel Finish: Satin Bronze
4 Exis HP Chokes included (Short-Medium-Long-Xtreme)
Length of chokes: 96mm
Handlebar: round white + intermediate barley grain
Mono selective trigger (MDS) Racing
Forged steel rocker
Rocker Finish: Satin Black
Steel ejectors
Pistol stock with adjustable cheekpiece
Stock length: 377mm
Slope at bust: 37mm - Slope at heel: 57mm
Packaging: ABS suitcase

 

 

The RS is an evolution of the Elos N2 Sporting, a model which has enjoyed international success since its
launch. In order to improve what was already almost perfect, the RS model has an increased stock both at the
cheekpiece and the pistol grip. Its mass being greater, allows for a balance more oriented towards the rear of
the weapon. In order to guarantee a perfect grip and a precise shot over the entire trajectory, the front takes
on a more rounded profile. The walnut, here of better quality, is highlighted by a perfectly worked sanded-
oiled finish. This RS version, aimed at more expert shooters, is therefore juxtaposed alongside the N2
sporting version already available in gunstores.
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Fabarm rifles are tested at 1630 Bars (i.e. 340 Bars more than the Saint-Etienne steel ball test). It is therefore
possible to fire HP (High Performance) steel ball cartridges with these rifles. In addition, the design of the
Inner HP and EXIS HP chokes (FABARM registered trademarks) allows the firing of steel balls with chokes
superior to the Half-Choke while respecting CIP standards (Fabarm exclusivity).

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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